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JURIED
Student EXHIBITION

by Liz Howe
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The Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design (MIAD)
(www.miad.edu) in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, hosted the 2014 incarnation of the National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts
(NCECA) National Student Juried Exhibition, providing examples
of ripe creativity for the viewer. A total of 59 individual pieces of
work smartly filled the Frederick Layton Gallery at MIAD for the
exhibition this past March. The work showcased technical savvy,
a broad range of conceptual concerns, and a refreshing dose of wit
and humor. The gallery, laid out in a geometric U, was filled to
capacity while leaving room to navigate the space and view each
piece in the well-juried and nicely installed show.
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The selection of pieces ranged from conceptual and abstract
sculpture to utilitarian pottery, offering a representation of the
work currently being produced in ceramic studios at the university level.
A significantly small number of pots made their way into the
exhibition but several sculptural pieces relied on pots to provide
the conceptual underpinning of the work. Thomas Edwards
(University of Nebraska—Lincoln) cleanly embedded twelve
halved wheel-thrown teabowls into a block of concrete for his
piece entitled Twelve. In Nothing Twice, Trisha Coates (Wichita
State University) used a porcelain plate as canvas for decals and
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photographic transparency projections. In very different ways,
both artists layered other materials and conceptual concerns upon
pottery to investigate memory, time, and history.
The functional pots chosen for inclusion in the show offered a
sampling of approaches reflective of current directions in the field.
Jordan Pieper (Oregon College of Art and Design) contributed a
clean, accomplished Celadon Tulipiere to the exhibition, bringing
technical mastery to the fore. Michael Gesiakowski’s Degraded
Mug was quiet and uncomplicated, with a sturdy pedestal foot, a
modest slightly squared form and straightforward handle. Gesiakowski (Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville) also beautifully
reflected the worn patina of aged paint through his approach to
glazing in cone 10 reduction.
Sculpture clearly dominated the exhibition with over two thirds
of the nearly 60 pieces falling somewhere within that category.
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1 Ginnifer O’Keefe’s Sieve with Ladles, 27½ in. (70 cm) in height,
earthenware, white slip, enamel, glaze, low fired, 2013. 2 Gunyoung
Kim’s Possession, figure: white stoneware, terra sigillata, matte glaze,
fired to mid-range temperature in an electric kiln, gold luster; base: terra
cotta, terra sigillata, low-fired in an electric kiln, gold acrylic, 2012.
3 Jordan Pieper’s Celadon Tulipiere, 15 in. (38 cm) in height, porcelain,
celadon glaze, high-temperature reduction fired, 2013. Photo: Courtney
Frisse Photography. 4 Sarah Justice’s The Dance, 5 ft. 7 in. (1.7 m) in
height, mid-range, dark brown stoneware, porcelain slip, satin ribbon,
tea stain, acrylic paint, recycled tree trunk, 2012. 5 Thomas Edwards’
Twelve, 24 in. (61 cm) in height, wheel-thrown porcelain, concrete,
2013. 6 Michael Gesiakowski’s Degraded Mug, 5 in. (13 cm) in length,
stoneware, slip, underglaze, glaze, high-fire reduction, 2013.
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Animals, humans, and combinations thereof were in particularly
strong supply as nearly half of the many sculptural pieces were
figurative representations. Narrative sculptures—large-scale figures,
small-scale figurines, and a number of portrait busts comprised a
significant portion of the show. Figurative sculptures ranged from
witty to somber, obvious to obscure, and beautiful to bizarre, while
exploring the vast terrain of human psychology.
A standout piece, The Pygmalion Project by Sarah McNutt
(Kansas State University), offered a unique interpretation of the
Greek myth of Pygmalion. McNutt’s contemporary telling of the
myth cast the artist as a female Pygmalion and her creation as
a video image of a tank top and jean-clad male projected onto
an earthenware figurative sculpture. The piece was compelling,
technically challenging, and historically cogent.

Another engaging piece relied on clean design and intimacy
of scale to pull in the viewer. The porcelain, plywood, and steel
Non-traditional Holy Family by graduate student Jessica Longobardo (SUNY New Paltz), consisted of five, wall-mounted shelf
vignettes of the biblical figures of Mary, Joseph, and baby Jesus
each with a differently configured family unit. The simple, steel
contour-line houses and small porcelain nativity scenes blended
cultural poignancy with humor and packaged them in a subtle
but striking design.
Ginnifer O’Keefe (University of Columbia, Missouri) and Trevor
King (University of Michigan) both offered witty three-dimensional
abstractions to the mix. Undergraduate Kahlil Irving (Kansas City
Art Institute, see page 53) celebrated the elemental beauty found in
the raw materiality of clay and glaze in his cone 14, reduction-fired
7–8 Trisha Coates’ Nothing Twice,
10 in. (25 cm) in height, porcelain, decals,
high-fire, photographic transparency
projection, 2013. 9 Trevor King’s My
Grandfather’s Pots, 4 ft. (1.2 m) in length,
low-fire earthenware, colored slips, terra
sigillata, sandblasted, 2013. 10 Lauren
Tucci’s Self Portrait, 14 in. (36 cm) in
height, stoneware, underglazes, terra
sigillata, stains, glaze, paste, wax, liquid
latex, 2013. 11–12 Sarah McNutt’s The
Pygmalion Project, 30 in. (76 cm) in
height, low-fire clay, video projection,
wood, acrylic, 2013. 13–14 Justin
Schortgen’s Life Cycles, 36 in. (91 cm) in
height, porcelain, Arduino sensor, metal,
low-fire electric, 2013. 15 Victoria Jang’s
Untitled (King), 5 ft. 2 in. (1.6 m) in height,
stoneware, stains, glazes, mid-range
firings, 2013. 16 Jessica Longobardo’s
Non-traditional Holy Families (detail), 9 ft.
(2.7 m) in length overall, porcelain, steel,
plywood, hardware, 2013.
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Metamorphosis. In contrast, graduate student Justin Schortgen (University of Iowa) offered a cool take on life cycles in his minimalist
sculpture of the same name that included porcelain, an Arduino
sensor, and metal.
The NCECA National Student Juried Exhibition is a valuable
showcase of university-level work in the field of ceramics in which
prizes are also distributed. This year figurative ceramic sculptures were
abundant in number and claimed numerous awards. California College of Art graduate student Victoria Jang took home the Retired Professors Award for her large-scale portraits/installation Untitled (King).
Lauren Tucci, a student at Edinboro University of Pennsylvania,
claimed the Studio Potter Undergraduate Merit award for her quietly
stormy stoneware Self Portrait. The Undergraduate and Graduate
NCECA Awards for Student Excellence were both awarded to figura-
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tive sculptors. Gunyoung Kim’s Possession (The Ohio State University)
earned first place for graduate-level work while Sarah Justice (Georgia
State Univeristy) earned first place for undergraduate-level work, for
her pieceThe Dance, an expressively posed standing ballerina.
The annual student exhibition continues to consistently reflect
the field and define it while featuring the variety and virtuosity of
student work being made today.
the author Liz Howe is an artist and educator teaching in Bennington,
Vermont, and living in Saratoga Springs, New York. To learn more
about her work, visit, http://lizhowe.com.
To learn more about NCECA and upcoming exhibitions and conferences, visit http://nceca.net.
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